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Executive Summary

- A substantial body of scientific research shows that dietary cholesterol has only a small effect on blood cholesterol and that the consumption of eggs — up to an intake of one egg per day — has no detectable effect on heart disease risk in healthy people. Experts no longer consider it necessary for healthy people to limit their intake of egg yolks to a specified number per week.
- Consuming an average of one egg per day is acceptable for many people but not for everyone. Although specific recommendations for strict limitations on egg intake have been dropped, the American Heart Association still recommends that the intake of dietary cholesterol be limited to an average of no more than 300 mg/day. An egg a day fits within this limitation only if the individual’s overall diet is otherwise low in cholesterol.
- Eggs are highly nutritious. They are an excellent source of high-quality protein, and they provide significant amounts of several vitamins and minerals. Recent research indicates that egg eaters are more likely than non-egg eaters to have diets that provide adequate amounts of essential nutrients.
- Eggs have other desirable properties in addition to their nutritional value. They are inexpensive, convenient, easy to prepare, and easy to chew, and they play important roles in a wide variety of recipes.
- Eggs contain certain components that may have health benefits that go beyond basic nutrition. Research on these “functional” components is in its early stages, however, and no health benefits have been conclusively demonstrated.
- It is possible to modify some aspects of the nutritional composition
of eggs by feeding the hens special diets. Modified “designer” eggs containing increased amounts of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin E are now on the market. Whether these modified eggs have special health benefits has not been established.

- Allergies to eggs are uncommon. However, those individuals who do have an egg allergy must avoid eggs and egg-containing products completely.
- Eggs need to be handled and prepared with care to ensure their microbiological safety. They should always be stored under refrigeration and cooked thoroughly. Recent coordinated efforts to improve food safety in the U.S. appear to have resulted in a decrease in foodborne illnesses, including the type associated with *Salmonella* in eggs. Despite this improvement, however, all authorities recommend that people should continue to refrain from consuming raw or undercooked eggs.
Introduction

Views on the role of eggs in the diet have varied drastically over the years. Traditionally, eggs were thought of as an excellent, low-cost source of nutrients, and people were encouraged to eat them daily. In the early 1970s, however, recommendations were made to limit the use of eggs because of their cholesterol content. People began to think of an egg as merely cholesterol in a shell, and articles with headlines such as “Do I Dare To Eat an Egg?” appeared frequently in the news media.

More recently, views on the role of eggs in the diet have changed again. As scientific understanding of the role of dietary factors in heart disease has increased, advice to restrict egg intake has been modified. New headlines indicating that the egg is “Better than It’s Cracked Up To Be” have replaced the old anti-egg messages. Some consumers have been pleased to learn that they need not strictly limit their use of a favorite food. Others, however, have been understandably confused by the shifting dietary advice.

This special report by the American Council on Science and Health (ACSH) assesses the scientific evidence on the role of eggs in the diet, with an emphasis on new research conducted since ACSH last reported on this topic in 1996. The report also discusses other issues pertaining to eggs, including their potential role as a functional food, the invention of “designer eggs,” the facts about egg allergy, and new developments pertaining to the microbiological safety of eggs.

Eggs and Cholesterol

If it weren’t for cholesterol, eggs would not be controversial. After all, as will be discussed in detail later in this report, eggs are tasty, nutritious, easy to prepare, useful in recipes, safe to eat when prepared correctly, and remarkably inexpensive. There would be no reason for anyone to object to the use of such a food — if it weren’t for cholesterol.

Eggs are the largest single source of cholesterol among the foods commonly eaten in the U.S. A large egg contains about 215 milligrams (mg) of cholesterol — more than two-thirds of the Daily Value* of 300 mg. More specifically, the yolk of an egg contains the cholesterol; the white contains none.

---

*Daily Values are the quantities established by the U.S. government as appropriate for daily consumption. The values you see on the Nutrition Facts labels on food products are percentages of Daily Values.
Unlike many other foods that are high in cholesterol, such as fatty meats and full-fat dairy products, eggs are relatively low in saturated fat and calories. A single “large” egg (the size most commonly sold in the U.S.) provides only 75 calories and 1.5 grams (8% of the Daily Value) of saturated fat. It supplies 71% of the Daily Value of cholesterol, however. Eggs account for about 33% of the cholesterol in the American diet but only 1.7% of the saturated fat.\(^1\)

High levels of cholesterol in the bloodstream, especially low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, are associated with increased risks of atherosclerosis and its consequences, including heart attacks and strokes. Health authorities, including the U.S. government\(^2\) and the American Heart Association,\(^3,4\) have advised all Americans (except those under the age of 2 years) to adopt dietary habits designed to keep blood cholesterol down. For people who already have high cholesterol levels, therapy designed to lower cholesterol levels can substantially reduce the risk of heart attacks.\(^*\)

Cholesterol in the diet is not the principal factor affecting the level of cholesterol in the bloodstream, however. As ACSH pointed out in our previous report on eggs in 1996, extensive scientific research indicates that the type and amount of fat in the diet are more important in determining blood cholesterol levels than the amount of cholesterol in the diet. The main dietary determinant of blood levels of LDL cholesterol is saturated fat intake.\(^3\)

Cholesterol in the bloodstream comes from two sources: some is synthesized by the body, and some comes from food. In most instances, when dietary cholesterol intake increases, the body compensates by decreasing its cholesterol production. Conversely, when cholesterol intake decreases, synthesis increases. The existence of this compensatory mechanism is the reason why changes in dietary cholesterol intake have only a limited effect on blood cholesterol levels.

**New Research Findings**

New scientific studies completed since 1996 have confirmed and strengthened the conclusions that dietary cholesterol has only a small effect on blood cholesterol and that little if any relationship exists between egg consumption and heart disease risk.

Two different research groups have conducted meta-analyses (combined statistical analyses) of data from various studies in which volunteers had been given different amounts of cholesterol as part of a closely

* For more on this subject, see the ACSH report “Chemoprevention of Coronary Heart Disease.”
controlled diet. One analysis indicated that a 100 mg change in dietary cholesterol intake would cause blood cholesterol to change by about 2.5 mg/dL, on average, and the other indicated that the change would be 2.2 mg/dL. This is quite a small response to a proportionally large change in cholesterol intake; since the mean daily cholesterol intake in the U.S. is 273 mg/day, a 100 mg increase or decrease is more than a one-third change. In contrast, it has been estimated that a 30% decrease in saturated fat intake would reduce blood cholesterol by 9.6 mg/dL.

Individuals differ in their blood cholesterol responses to dietary cholesterol. Some show very little response to a change in cholesterol intake, while others have a more substantial response. It has been estimated that between 15 and 25% of the population is relatively sensitive to cholesterol. The difference in blood cholesterol response between these individuals and others is almost threefold. The degree of response to dietary cholesterol predicted by the meta-analyses described above applies to groups of people, not individuals. Although a typical individual might respond to a 100 mg change in dietary cholesterol with a 2 or 3 mg/dL change in blood cholesterol, a few sensitive individuals might show a change of 4 mg/dL, while other, less sensitive individuals might show a change of only about 1 mg/dL.

Several recent studies have assessed the relationship between intake of eggs and/or dietary cholesterol and blood cholesterol levels or heart disease risk in free-living groups of people. In a study of more than 20,000 male smokers in Finland, no association was found between dietary cholesterol intake and the risk of death from heart disease over a six-year period. This study is of special interest because the cholesterol intakes of the study participants were higher than those usually seen in U.S. studies. An analysis of data from a major U.S. national nutrition survey showed no relationship between dietary cholesterol intake and blood cholesterol level and actually found lower blood cholesterol levels in people who ate eggs frequently than in those who did not.

In two studies conducted by researchers from the Harvard School of Public Health, one involving eight years of follow-up of a group of more than 37,000 U.S. men and the other involving 14 years of follow-up of a group of more than 80,000 U.S. women, no association was found between egg consumption, up to a level of one egg per day, and the risk of coronary heart disease in the study populations as a whole. Egg consumption did seem to be associated with increased heart disease risk in people with diabetes, however. The researchers were not able to reach any conclusions about egg intakes above one egg per day because
very few of their study subjects ate that many eggs. The Harvard findings are consistent with the findings of two earlier studies in the U.S. that specifically examined egg (rather than cholesterol) intake. Neither of those studies found an association between egg intake and the risk of coronary heart disease.\textsuperscript{11,12}

Why was there no relationship between egg intake and heart disease risk in these studies, even though it is well known that dietary cholesterol can have an effect on blood cholesterol levels? One possibility is that components of eggs other than cholesterol might have beneficial effects on heart disease risk that counterbalance the small adverse effect of the eggs’ cholesterol content. Possible candidates for such an effect include antioxidants, folic acid and other B vitamins, and unsaturated fats.\textsuperscript{10}

A second possibility is that eating eggs may indeed raise blood cholesterol slightly but that this effect can’t be detected in free-living populations because people who don’t eat eggs choose other foods that raise their cholesterol levels even more. As will be discussed later in this report, egg eaters are, in general, breakfast eaters. People who choose to eat breakfast may have better diets overall than those who skip breakfast and make up for it by eating poorly chosen snacks during the day.

A third possibility is that the effect of egg eating on heart disease risk is not detectable simply because the effect of dietary cholesterol on blood cholesterol is small — perhaps too small to produce an effect on heart disease risk that can be detected in a population.

The most recent (2000) version of the American Heart Association (AHA) dietary guidelines for healthy people no longer includes a specific limitation on the number of eggs or egg yolks that a person may consume in a week.\textsuperscript{3} The AHA does continue to recommend limiting cholesterol intake to no more than 300 mg/day. However, the technical document that presents the recommendations acknowledges that “there is no precise basis for selecting a target level for dietary cholesterol intake for all individuals”\textsuperscript{3}.

**Is an Egg a Day OK?**

After the AHA changed its dietary guidelines, many people wondered whether it would now be OK to eat an egg every day. The answer is that an egg a day is acceptable for some people, but it is not acceptable for everyone. Although there is no longer a specific limit on the number of eggs that can be included in a heart-healthy diet, the recom-
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Recommendation to limit dietary cholesterol to 300 mg/day still stands. An egg contains more than two-thirds of the recommended daily cholesterol limit. Therefore, an egg a day can fit into a heart-healthy diet only if that diet is low in other sources of cholesterol. If an individual is already getting large amounts of cholesterol (and saturated fat) from other sources, such as fatty meats or full-fat dairy products, adding an egg a day to the diet is not acceptable. An egg a day may also not be acceptable for individuals who are being treated for high blood cholesterol levels. The therapeutic diets usually prescribed for such patients (including those who are also on cholesterol-lowering drug therapy) limit daily cholesterol intake to less than 200 mg, and it is difficult to plan such a diet without strictly limiting the use of eggs.

Some people have raised concerns about allowing increased egg consumption on the grounds that eggs are often served with bacon or sausage, which are high in saturated fat. But condemning eggs for the company that they kept in old-fashioned breakfasts makes no more sense than condemning bread because people might put butter on it. Certainly, the traditional eggs-and-bacon or eggs-and-sausage breakfast is too high in saturated fat for routine consumption, but there is no need to serve eggs in these particular ways. Many other ways of serving eggs — such as a vegetable omelet or a main-dish salad that includes hard-boiled eggs — can fit easily into a heart-healthy diet.

Another frequently raised objection to eggs is the fact that the customary serving size is two eggs rather than one, and the cholesterol content of two eggs is over the 300 mg limit. It is not necessary, however, for people to keep their cholesterol intake under 300 mg/day every single day. Instead, this is an average to be achieved over a period of several days. Having a two-egg meal on one day is fine, as long as it is balanced out by a meal low in dietary cholesterol (such as a breakfast consisting of cereal, nonfat milk, and fruit) on another day, so that cholesterol intake stays under an average of 300 mg/day over a several-day period.

Nutritional Value of Eggs

Eggs are highly nutritious foods. One large egg provides about six grams of protein; about half of this protein is in the egg white. Egg white is considered an ideal protein — the one by which all others are measured — because it contains all the essential amino acids in proper proportion for human nutrition. Of the total fat in eggs, more than half
is the unsaturated variety. Eggs are a significant source of iron, riboflavin, folate and vitamins B12, D, and E. The iron in egg yolks, like the iron in meat, is highly bioavailable; egg yolks may therefore be valuable in the diets of individuals who may need more iron, such as infants. An egg’s contribution of vitamin D is noteworthy because the egg is one of the very few foods that supply this nutrient. About the only nutrient not found in an egg is vitamin C.

Eggs are one of the best sources of a nutritionally important substance called choline; the other top sources are milk, liver, and peanuts. The human body manufactures its own choline, but it may not always be able to make enough of it to fully meet the body’s needs. Therefore, dietary sources of choline may be necessary. Choline is also being investigated for possible beneficial effects on cognitive function. The National Academy of Sciences, which establishes the recommendations for nutrient intake in the U.S., says that 550 mg/day and 425 mg/day are adequate intakes of choline for men and women, respectively. Since a large egg contains 280 mg of choline, it meets more than half of the day’s need.

Most of the nutrients in eggs are found in the yolk. The yolk contains all of the fat-soluble vitamins (A, D, and E) and most of the other vitamins and minerals. Protein is found in both the white and the yolk, however.

In the Food Guide Pyramid, eggs are part of the group of protein-rich foods, officially known as the “Meat, Poultry, Fish, Dry Beans, Eggs, and Nuts Group.” The Pyramid calls for two to three servings from this group every day, for a total of five to seven ounces of meat or its equivalent. One egg can be substituted for one ounce of meat. One egg therefore counts as one-third to one-half of a meat group serving.

The Concept of Nutrient Density

When nutritionists compare the nutritional contributions of different foods, they often use a concept called “nutrient density.” A nutrient-dense food is one that provides a relatively high proportion of a person’s daily need of essential nutrients while supplying only a small proportion of the daily need for calories. For good nutrition, most of a person’s daily food intake should consist of foods of high nutrient density.

Eggs are nutrient-dense foods. Although they are not an unusually rich source of any one nutrient, they provide substantial amounts of a wide variety of nutrients. Table 1 shows the amounts of various nutrients in an egg. One large egg, which represents less than 4% of the total daily calorie intake of a person who consumes 2000 calories per day,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nutrient or Other Component</th>
<th>Quantity in One “Large” Egg*</th>
<th>Percent of Daily Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calories</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fat</td>
<td>5 g</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturated fat</td>
<td>1.5 g</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>213 mg</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>6.25 g</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin A</td>
<td>317 IU</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin D</td>
<td>24 IU</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin E</td>
<td>0.7 mg</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B&lt;sub&gt;12&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.5 mcg</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B&lt;sub&gt;6&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.07 mg</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folate</td>
<td>23 mcg</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiamin</td>
<td>0.031 mg</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>0.254 mg</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorus</td>
<td>89 mg</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>0.5 mg</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>0.72 mg</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choline</td>
<td>280 mg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutein</td>
<td>150–250 mcg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zeaxanthin</td>
<td>200 mcg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Large eggs are the size most commonly sold in the U.S. Eggs of larger or smaller sizes contain proportionally greater or lesser amounts of nutrients.
provides 4% or more of the Daily Value for several nutrients, including protein; riboflavin; vitamins A, B₆, and B₁₂; folate; iron; phosphorus; and zinc. Because the percentage of the Daily Value for many nutrients provided by an egg is greater than the proportion of total calorie intake that the egg represents, the egg more than pulls its weight nutritionally.

Data from NHANES III show that intakes of many nutrients are higher among egg eaters than among people who don’t eat eggs, and that egg eaters are less likely to have diets that are inadequate in various nutrients. As might be expected, egg eaters have higher intakes of nutrients found in eggs, such as vitamins A and B₁₂. But they also have higher intakes of vitamin C — even though eggs don’t have any vitamin C in them. How can this finding be explained? The most likely possibility is that egg eating is an indicator of a generally healthful eating pattern that includes breakfast. The vitamin C probably comes from orange juice or some other fruit that is consumed along with eggs at breakfast. In general, breakfast eaters have more nutritious overall diets than breakfast skippers do. This seems to be true both for those who eat eggs at breakfast and for those who choose other foods.

Eggs: A Functional Food?

Foods that may have health benefits beyond the traditional nutrients that they contain are often called “functional foods.” The concept of functional foods has become popular in recent years, first in Japan and later in other countries, including the U.S.* When people think of functional foods, they often think of plant foods, many of which may contain beneficial components called “phytochemicals.” It’s also possible, though, to find potentially beneficial substances in foods of animal origin. Such substances can be called “zoochemicals.” Research on functional foods and phytochemicals/zoochemicals is in an early stage of development. Few foods or food components have actually been proven to have special health benefits. Many, however, are under investigation.

Eggs can be considered potential “functional foods” because they contain components that may have benefits that go beyond basic nutrition, such as the carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin, which may help to protect against age-related eye diseases, including cataracts and macular degeneration. The lutein and zeaxanthin in eggs may be particularly...
valuable because they are highly bioavailable. It is important to note, however, that research on these egg components is still preliminary. Much more will need to be learned before scientists will be able to reach definitive conclusions about their roles in the diet.

“Designer” Eggs

In addition to the functional food trend, eggs are also part of another notable trend in 21st century food production: the creation of specialty

Is It Safe to Eat Easter Eggs?

Is it safe to eat hard-cooked Easter eggs? In theory, it can be, if the eggs are handled correctly. Realistically speaking, however, this is so hard to do that it’s probably not worth the effort.

Two different problems make it difficult to keep Easter eggs safe. First, although the shell on a hard-cooked egg may appear to be impermeable, it is not. Bacteria can easily get in from the outside. Hard-cooked eggs are more vulnerable than raw eggs to contamination because the cooking process removes the thin protective layer of mineral oil that most egg producers spray on raw eggs.

Second, hard-cooked eggs are perishable. Like all other perishable foods, they should never be left at room temperature for more than two hours.

If you plan to eat your Easter eggs, you need to take the following precautions:

• Everyone who handles the eggs must wash their hands thoroughly, in hot soapy water, before cooking, dyeing, decorating, hiding, or hunting for them.

• Use only food-grade dyes and nontoxic art materials and make sure that all of the equipment that you use (e.g., paintbrushes, containers, drying racks) is clean enough for food use.

• Hide eggs only in clean, sanitary places where they will not be exposed to dirt, pets, insects, or household chemicals. (Rule of thumb: If you would be willing to hide an unwrapped chocolate bunny in a particular location, feel free to hide an egg there, too.)

• Don’t leave the eggs at room temperature for more than two hours, total, while dyeing, drying, decorating, hiding, and hunting for them.
“designer foods.” The term “designer foods” usually refers to foods that have been modified through biotechnology to enhance their quality or nutritional value. In the case of eggs, though, a somewhat less sophisticated technique has been used to modify their content — namely, feeding the hens different types of food. Through special feeding practices, it has been possible to produce eggs that contain substantially increased amounts of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (the beneficial fatty acids found in salmon and other fatty fish) and vitamin E. Some eggs of this type are now on the market. It has been demonstrated that consumption of these eggs can increase DHA (one of the omega-3 fatty acids) levels in the bloodstream; however, whether this change results in health benefits remains to be established.

Other Desirable Properties of Eggs

In addition to their nutritive value and possible benefits as a functional or designer food, eggs have numerous other desirable properties. Eggs have several important physical and chemical properties that help make recipes work. They thicken custards, puddings, and sauces; emulsify and stabilize mixtures such as mayonnaise and salad dressings; coat or glaze breads and cookies; bind ingredients together in dishes such as meat loaf and lasagna; clarify soups; retard crystallization in boiled candies and frostings; and leaven some types of baked goods such as soufflés and sponge cakes. Eggs are used for these purposes both in home-prepared recipes and in processed foods.

Eggs are also a convenient food. They can be prepared easily, in a variety of ways. Eggs are easy to use, even for people who live alone. They come in handy, single-serving packages. They keep well on a shelf in the refrigerator for about three weeks, and therefore an individual or couple can easily use up the dozen eggs in a carton before they spoil. Because most egg recipes involve short cooking times, eggs are convenient for the person with little time to prepare meals.

Eggs are easy to chew — an important advantage for elderly people or others who may have difficulty chewing meats or other high-protein foods because of dental problems.

Eggs are economical, especially when compared to other high-protein foods. Although prices vary, a dozen large eggs — the basis for six main-dish servings — can often be purchased for less than $1.50, much less than the cost of a similar number of servings of most kinds of meat, poultry, or fish. Moreover, eggs are quicker and easier to prepare than
some of the other inexpensive high-protein foods, such as dry beans and stewing meats. For people who are looking for convenient ways to balance their food budgets as well as their diets, serving eggs occasionally instead of meat, poultry, or fish may be helpful.

Eggs in the Diet: A Balanced View

A person’s entire diet, not any single component, is what is crucial for good nutrition. There are bad diets, but there is no such thing as a bad food (unless the food is spoiled or contaminated). Moderate amounts of any food can be incorporated into a balanced, nutritious diet. Unfortunately, people often misunderstand this principle; they misconstrue advice to moderate the intake of some foods as advice to eliminate them. In the case of nutritious foods, such as eggs, complete avoidance may do more harm than good.

Excessive consumption of eggs — like excessive consumption of any food — is unwise. For most people, however, the avoidance of eggs is also undesirable and unnecessary. It limits variety in the diet and keeps people from taking advantage of the benefits of eggs, including their high nutrient density, low cost, convenience, and usefulness in recipes. Excessively strong advice to minimize the use of eggs may be especially detrimental to people with limited incomes, who need low-cost protein-rich foods, and to elderly people, for whom the high nutritional value, low cost, ease of preparation, and ease of chewing of eggs are all important advantages. Although people with high cholesterol levels who are sensitive to dietary cholesterol intake may need to strictly limit their consumption of egg yolks, most other people need not be concerned about their moderate intake of eggs.

All of the research on eggs published since ACSH last reported on this subject in 1996 has confirmed and strengthened the conclusion that eggs can have a place in a healthful diet and can make an important contribution to good nutrition. The current dietary recommendations of the American Heart Association call for limits on saturated fat and cholesterol intake (with the stronger emphasis on saturated fat) but do not specifically restrict the number of eggs consumed per week. This advice is consistent with both recent scientific findings and the results of earlier research.
Eggs and Food Allergies

Food allergies are among the most misunderstood health problems. People often think that allergies to foods or food ingredients are common but relatively mild. In fact, exactly the opposite is true. Only about 1.5% of adults and up to 6% of young children have true food allergies, but for those who do have them, food allergies can be a serious, even life-threatening problem. Allergic reactions to foods account for an estimated 30,000 emergency room visits and 150–200 deaths each year in the U.S.

Allergies to nearly 175 foods have been reported. However, eight foods or food groups — peanuts, shellfish, milk, eggs, fish, tree nuts (almonds, walnuts, hazelnuts, etc.), soy, and wheat — account for 90% of all food allergies.

For people with food allergies, strict avoidance of the offending food is an essential part of treatment. In the case of egg allergy, avoidance is particularly challenging. Because eggs are so useful in recipes, they are present in many mixed dishes and processed foods, including some where their presence is not obvious (such as marshmallows, batters used to coat fried foods, and some brands of yogurt). Planning an egg-free diet can be difficult because careful label reading is required and because it can be hard to find breads and other grain products that do not contain any ingredients derived from eggs.

ACSH recommends that people who suspect that they or their children may be allergic to a food see a physician for a proper diagnosis and that anyone who is diagnosed with a true allergy to eggs or any other food consult a registered dietitian for help in planning a safe and nutritious diet. Helpful information on how to cope with food allergies in various settings (e.g., school, camp, travel) can also be obtained from the Food Allergy and Anaphylaxis Network, which can be reached online at http://www.foodallergy.org.

Handling Eggs Safely

One of the basic principles of food safety is that raw foods of animal origin must be cooked thoroughly. In their raw state, these foods may contain harmful bacteria; proper cooking kills the bacteria and makes the food safe to eat.

Prior to the early 1980s, eggs seemed to be an exception to this rule. At that time, eggs with clean shells with no cracks (not even hair-
line cracks) were thought to be sterile (free from microorganisms) on the inside, and therefore they were considered safe to eat even when raw. However, in the 1980s, it became evident that some intact shell eggs are contaminated with *Salmonella* bacteria.\textsuperscript{25,26} This is believed to be a relatively new problem; apparently, sometime in the late 1970s, strains of *Salmonella* developed the ability to colonize the ovaries of healthy hens and contaminate eggs from the inside before the eggs are laid. The bacteria don’t make the hens sick and don’t spoil the eggs, but

---

**What’s So Special About . . .**

*Fertile eggs?* Fertile eggs are eggs that can be incubated and developed into chicks. They are not more nutritious than other types of eggs, and they do not have a lower cholesterol content. Fertile eggs have no special advantages over other eggs. They have two disadvantages, however: They don’t keep as well as unfertilized eggs, and they cost more.

*Organic eggs?* Organic eggs are eggs produced by hens fed “organic” feeds; (i.e., grains grown without pesticides or commercial fertilizers) and raised without medications. Organic eggs have the same nutrient content as other eggs, but they are more expensive because of their higher production costs.

*Free-range eggs?* True free-range eggs are produced by hens raised outdoors or with daily access to the outdoors. This type of production is possible only on a seasonal basis in most parts of the U.S. The term “free-range” is sometimes used more loosely (and erroneously) to refer to eggs produced by hens raised indoors on an open floor rather than in cages. Free-range production (real or otherwise) does not affect the nutritional value or cholesterol level of eggs. It does increase their price, however.

*Brown eggs versus white eggs?* The breed of the hen determines the color of the egg’s shell. Since most U.S. consumers prefer white eggs, most producers raise White Leghorn hens, which produce eggs with a white shell. Consumers in New England prefer brown-shelled eggs, so most producers there raise breeds such as the Rhode Island Red that produce brown shells. Shell color has nothing to do with egg quality, flavor, or nutritional value. The price of brown eggs is usually a bit higher than the price of white eggs because the brown-shell-producing breeds are larger birds with bigger appetites for feed.
they can make people sick if a contaminated egg is not cooked adequately before it is eaten. The risk is increased if the egg is allowed to sit at room temperature because bacteria multiply quickly in a warm environment.

Like other animal products, eggs are safe to eat if handled and cooked correctly. However, as is also true for other foods, improperly handled or inadequately cooked eggs have sometimes been implicated in foodborne illness.

Salmonella bacteria can cause an intestinal infection. Typical symptoms include diarrhea, abdominal pain, fever and vomiting. The symptoms usually begin 12 to 36 hours after a contaminated food is eaten. In healthy adults, Salmonella food poisoning is usually not serious, and most patients recover within a few days. The disease can be much more severe or even fatal, however, in young children, elderly people, pregnant women (the risk is to the fetus), or people with impaired immune systems.27

It has been estimated that about 1 in 20,000 eggs sold in the U.S. is contaminated with Salmonella.28 That sounds like a very small proportion, and it is. But on a national basis, it represents a substantial problem. According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, about 2.3 million contaminated eggs are produced in the U.S. each year (the total production of eggs is about 47 billion!). The vast majority of the contaminated eggs are handled and cooked properly, and they don’t cause any health problems. But there are exceptions. The USDA estimates that 100,000 to 150,000 cases of foodborne illness are caused each year by Salmonella in shell eggs.29

As part of an overall federal government effort to improve food safety, the President’s Council on Food Safety announced an Egg Safety Action Plan in 1999. The overall goals of this plan are a 50% reduction in egg-associated Salmonella illnesses by 2005 and the elimination of these illnesses by 2010.30 Part of this plan involves steps taken on farms and at egg packing and processing plants to reduce Salmonella contamination. For example, efforts are being made to identify and remove infected flocks from the egg supply and to increase quality assurance and sanitation measures.27 However, since these steps are unlikely to completely eliminate Salmonella, it is also important to ensure that retailers, food service establishments, and consumers handle eggs properly, so that even if an egg contains Salmonella, it won’t make anyone sick. This means storing eggs under refrigeration at all times and cooking them thoroughly.
As part of the overall plan, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a new regulation in November 2000, effective in September 2001, requiring that all packages of shell eggs (except those treated to destroy *Salmonella* by pasteurization or some other process) carry the following label statement:

**SAFE HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS:** To prevent illness from bacteria: keep eggs refrigerated, cook eggs until yolks are firm, and cook foods containing eggs thoroughly.

This label statement is similar to those required on packages of raw meat and poultry.

The same regulation that established the labeling requirement also requires that eggs be kept under refrigeration at 45°F or lower at retail establishments such as supermarkets and restaurants. The FDA had intended to take some additional steps in the egg safety action plan in 2001 but had to postpone them until 2002 in order to devote its attention to emergency situations.

To protect themselves against *Salmonella* in eggs, consumers should take the following precautions:

- Don’t eat raw eggs or foods that contain raw eggs. If a recipe contains eggs, don’t taste the uncooked food (for example, if there are eggs in a cake batter or cookie dough, don’t lick the spoon).
- Don’t buy dirty, cracked, or outdated eggs.
- Cook eggs until both the yolk and the white are firm.
- Cook casseroles and other dishes containing eggs to 160°F.
- If a recipe calls for eggs that are raw or undercooked when the dish is served (as some recipes for homemade ice cream, Caesar salad dressing, homemade mayonnaise, eggnog, hollandaise sauce, and various other dishes do), use pasteurized eggs or a pasteurized egg product instead of regular shell eggs or choose a different recipe. Many newer cookbooks include cooked-egg versions of recipes traditionally made with raw eggs.
- Take the same precautions with eggs that you should take with other perishable foods, including the following:
  - Store perishables in the refrigerator.
  - Don’t allow drippings from raw animal products to contaminate other foods.
  - Keep everything clean while handling, preparing, and serving foods.
Use a food thermometer to determine whether foods such as casseroles are cooked adequately.

Serve perishable foods promptly after cooking.

When serving perishable foods buffet-style, keep cold foods cold and hot foods hot.

When carrying perishable food away from home, use ice or cold packs to keep it cold.

Refrigerate leftovers and use or discard them within 3–4 days.

Recent disease surveillance data collected by the federal government’s Centers for Disease Control and Prevention show that the number of reported cases of most of the major types of foodborne illness declined between 1996 and 2001; cases of the type of Salmonella infection associated with contaminated eggs decreased 22%. Thus, the increased efforts that have been made to enhance food safety over the past few years appear to be having an effect. However, there is room for further improvement.

Summary

Eggs are a major source of dietary cholesterol, but they are not high in saturated fat or calories. They can easily be included in a diet that meets current dietary guidelines for the prevention of heart disease. There is no longer any specific limit on the number of eggs or egg yolks that can be eaten each week, but the recommendation to limit dietary cholesterol intake to an average of 300 mg/day still stands.

Eggs are a highly nutritious food. They are an excellent source of high-quality protein and are far less expensive than most other animal-protein foods. Eggs also provide significant amounts of several vitamins and minerals. Recent research indicates that egg eaters are more likely than non-egg eaters to have diets that provide adequate amounts of essential nutrients. This seems to be partly due to the nutritional contribution of the eggs themselves and partly due to the fact that the inclusion of eggs in the diet is a marker for a desirable eating pattern that includes breakfast.

Like many other foods — both those of plant origin and those of animal origin — eggs contain components that may have beneficial health effects beyond their basic nutritional value. Research on these “functional” components is in progress.

It is possible to modify some aspects of the nutritional composition
of eggs by feeding the hens special diets. Modified “designer” eggs containing increased amounts of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin E are now on the market. It has not yet been determined whether these eggs have special health benefits.

Allergies to eggs are uncommon. However, those individuals who do have an egg allergy must avoid eggs completely. Because eggs are a common ingredient in both home-prepared and processed foods, planning an egg-free diet is difficult.

As with all perishable foods, eggs need to be handled and prepared with care to ensure their microbiological safety. Although only a very small proportion of the eggs on the market contain potentially harmful bacteria, consumers should be careful to always store eggs under refrigeration and cook eggs thoroughly. Recent coordinated efforts to improve food safety in the U.S. appear to have resulted in a decrease in foodborne illnesses, including the type associated with the bacteria that can contaminate eggs.
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